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Abstract

This article analyzes the complexity of female longevity improvements. As socio-economic

status is found to influence health and mortality, we partition all individuals, at each age in

every year, into five socio-economic groups based on an affluence measure that combine an

individual’s income and wealth. We identify the particular socio-economic groups that have

been driving the standstill for Danish females at older ages. Within each socio-economic

group, we further analyze the cause of death patterns. The decline in life expectancy for

Danish females is present for four out of five subgroups, however with particular large

decreases for the low-middle and middle affluence groups. Cancers, smoking-related lung

and bronchus causes, and other diseases particularly contribute to the stagnation. For four

of the five socio-economic groups only small cardiovascular improvement are experienced

during the period of stagnating life expectancy compared to an equally long and subsequent

period.

JEL classification: J11; C53; G22
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1 Introduction

Over the last centuries significant increases in life expectancy have been observed for the1

developed countries (Oeppen and Vaupel, 2002; Pascariu et al., 2018). However, this ob-2

served decline in mortality rates is not a general pattern, as periods with stagnating life3

expectancy have emerged for other populations. In the Scandinavian countries in particular4

we have observed an increase in life expectancy at birth for Norwegian and Swedish females,5

but a stagnating life expectancy at birth for Danish females in the period from 1980-19956

due to increasing mortality for cohort born between the World Wars, see Lindahl-Jacobsen7

et al. (2016b,a); Janssen et al. (2015). Scandinavian males experience declining mortality8

in the same period. Stagnating life expectancy is not unique to the Scandinavian countries.9

Meslé and Vallin (2006) showed that females in the USA and the Netherlands exhibit a10

similar slowdown in life expectancy at age 65 from 1984 to 2000 whereas e.g. females in11

France and Japan displayed stable, positive improvements in life expectancy. Recently im-12

provements in life expectancy have also slowed in the U.K. (Leon et al., 2019). A profound13

understanding of stagnating mortality patterns are important for several reasons. From a14

policy point of view, it is important to establish the causes of the slowdown and in par-15

ticular, what can be done to reverse these trends in order to better implement and target16

health policies. Second, knowledge about mortality trends by socio-economic groups and17

causes of death can help governments manage their health care costs, which is consistently18

increasing worldwide (Xu et al., 2018). Furthermore, many mortality forecasts published by19

statistical institutions use linear extrapolative methods (Stoeldraijer et al., 2013) which fail20

to provide reliable forecasts when departures from a linear trend are observed, for example21

during stagnating periods. A better understanding of stagnating patterns can be used to22

potentially improve existing methods by incorporating the underlying factors.23

This article uses the comprehensive Danish register data for the full population, allowing us24

to investigate the development of mortality across socio-economic groups for the past three25

decades at ages older than 50 years. The ability to combine the socio-economic component26

with the cause of death data will allow us to get a more nuanced understanding of which27

underlying trends have been causing the slowdown in improvements of life expectancy.28

Following Cairns et al. (2019), who study Danish males, we construct an affluence measure29
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for each individual which combines the individual’s income and wealth. The gender-specific30

allocation procedure assigns each individual in each year and age group into one of five socio-31

economic groups based on the individual’s ranking in terms of the affluence measure. The32

main advantage is the ability to obtain five equally sized groups for each year and age.33

Finally, we decompose changes in life expectancy at age 50, using all ages above 50, by34

cause of death across five socio-economic groups to explain which causes contributed to the35

stagnation and the following catch-up period for each socio-economic group.36

The observed stagnation in mortality improvements for Danish females is well established37

in the literature, see Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2002), Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2004), Jarner38

et al. (2008), Crimmins et al. (2010), Janssen et al. (2015), Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2016b),39

and Aburto et al. (2018). Hence, the analysis in this study on Danish females focus mainly40

on understanding the stagnation better. Results for Danish men are also shown but less41

detailed than for females. Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2016b) argue that the stagnation is due42

to a cohort effect as higher mortality rates are observed for Danish females born between the43

two world wars. These cohort effects are not present in Sweden or Norway. This was further44

investigated in Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2016a) using cause of death data for Denmark.45

Despite several studies on the stagnation for Danish females, the socio-economic component46

of this stagnation has not been analyzed and in particular not by socio-economic cause-47

specific mortality. This is the main contribution of this article. As the literature identify48

cohorts born between the world wars which in particular contribute to the stagnation the49

presented analysis focus on ages older than age 50.50

In general, the impact of socio-economic status on health and life expectancy is well docu-51

mented and found to be positively correlated e.g. Van Doorslaer et al. (1997); Kunst et al.52

(1999); Saurel-Cubizolles et al. (2009); Brown et al. (2012). That is, individuals in lower53

socio-economic groups have poorer health and thus higher mortality rates. Using Danish54

data, Brønnum-Hansen and Juel (2004) investigate the impact of smoking on the social55

gradient in health expectancy for four educational groups. Further, Brønnum-Hansen and56

Baadsgaard (2012) find an increasing inequality in life expectancy at birth using quar-57

tiles for disposable income, although modestly increasing for females. Brønnum-Hansen58

and Jeune (2015) analyse how education modifies the impact of smoking and find interac-59
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tion between the effect from smoking and educational status studying adults. Few studies60

have analyzed mortality across both a financial indicator and cause-of-death for the entire61

population. Tarkiainen et al. (2012) has previously accounted for both socio-economic dif-62

ferences using taxable income and cause of death and find that different mortality patterns63

are present across socio-economic status. They also find that the lowest socio-economic64

group in Finland experience lower increases in life expectancy at age 35 compared to the65

other income quantiles due to alcohol related diseases and cancers.66

The selection of variables to measure socio-economic status affects the results of any socio-67

economic specific analysis (Duncan et al., 2002). A number of different indicators have68

been suggested to partition individuals into socio-economic groups. Van Doorslaer et al.69

(1997) use income for socio-economic status whereas Saurel-Cubizolles et al. (2009) use70

occupation, education level, income as well as residential area characteristics. Other studies71

using similar indicators include among others Elo and Preston (1996), Kunst et al. (1999),72

Brønnum-Hansen and Baadsgaard (2012), and Permanyer et al. (2018). We deliberately73

avoid using educational attainment as an indicator of socio-economic adherence to prevent74

a potential bias from the compositional changes in the levels of education (OECD, 2018).75

Moreover, Danish register data on education is missing for older cohorts in the start of the76

data period. The main challenge with educational attainment is the ties in data, which77

forces the fractiles to vary across time. E.g. the lower educated group will contain a78

substantially larger share of the population in the beginning of the data period compared79

to the end. This finding is well documented in many developed countries (OECD, 2018).80

The relationship between education and life expectancy (Sasson, 2016) is well-documented81

in cross sectional or short time period studies. However, we analyze mortality development82

across three decades making education an unattractive indicator.83

In summary, we find that subdividing the population into socio-economic groups reveals84

important sub-group specific mortality patterns which were hidden when analysing the total85

population. Further, we find that affluence is important as a socio-economic indicator which86

enables a relevant disaggregation for studying mortality patterns by socio-economic status.87

The decline in life expectancy above age 50 for Danish females until 1995 is present in four88

out of five subgroups with particular large decreases for the low-middle and middle affluence89
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groups. Interestingly, we find that the lowest affluence groups for Danish females have large90

improvements in life expectancy at the highest ages, i.e. 80 to 95 years. We find that causes91

of deaths related to cancers, smoking-related lung and bronchus causes, and other causes92

contribute to the slowdown in female longevity. A small decline in cardiovascular diseases93

had a positive effect on life expectancy, during the period with stagnating life expectancy,94

but not sufficient to off-set the negative effects from cancers, smoking-related lung and95

bronchus causes, and other causes.96

2 Affluence Index and Data97

2.1 Indexation of Individuals into Subgroups98

We divide the population into five subgroups on a yearly basis, based on income and wealth99

using the affluence index allocation procedure of Cairns et al. (2019), who studied Danish100

males in the period from 1985 to 2012. 1 The five different groups are denoted group 1 (G1)101

to group 5 (G5), with G5 being the most affluent group with the highest combination of102

wealth and income. We refer to G1, G2,..,G5 as the low, low-middle, middle, middle-high,103

and high affluence group, respectively.104

Cairns et al. (2019) define the affluence index A(j, t, x) for individual j aged x in year t as105

wealth plus K times income in the preceding year, that is:106

A(j, t, x) = W (j, t− 1, x− 1) +K · I(j, t− 1, x− 1) (1)

where W (j, t − 1, x − 1) is the wealth for individual j, at age x − 1 in year t − 1 and107

I(j, t−1, x−1) is the income of individual j, at age x−1 in year t−1 and K is a constant.108

The procedure partitions individuals into five subgroups based on the rank of the affluence109

index in a given year. A main advantage of using the affluence index is that it ensures an110

equal share of individuals in each age group in each year. The results will thereby not be111

distorted by compositional effects from size changes in the groups and thus this prodedure112

1As this study analyse the stagnation period until around 1994 data for more recent years are not
presented here, for more recent results see Kjærgaard et al. (2020), which consider both Danish males and
females.
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is well suited for studying mortality trends over time. In contrast, the composition of113

for instance educational groups may change over time. Several studies note that much114

of the change in life expectancy by education is caused by the compositional changes in115

the proportions of educational levels and not in the association between education and116

mortality, see Brønnum-Hansen and Baadsgaard (2012), Olshansky et al. (2012) and Hendi117

(2015).118

We use lagged wealth and income as these are likely to be missing or measured with error119

in the year of death. Individual’s income is measured as the gross annual income which120

includes wage income, unemployment benefits, social assistance (only from 1994), and pen-121

sion income. Net wealth is defined as total assets minus total liabilities. The assets include122

real property, bank deposits, stocks, bonds, and cash holdings. The liabilities include all123

types of debt to private companies and the government. For married couples the wealth is124

assigned by 50% to each spouse.125

Intuitively the affluence index can be thought of as a way of capturing total assets, both126

observed wealth and human capital. We intently approximate human capital as the indi-127

vidual’s present value of the future income see Becker (1975) for more on human capital.128

A benefit of the affluence measure is that it is possible for individuals to have either high129

wealth or high income independently, or both. If for example only income was used, in-130

dividuals with a low income but high wealth would be assigned to a low affluence group.131

The affluence measure overcomes this issue. Thus, by using both variables, even though132

they are highly correlated, it is possible to more effectively seperate mortality between the133

different affluence groups. (Cairns et al., 2019) classifies this as a good fit.134

K can be thought of as a capitalization factor for retirement income, whereK = 15 estimates135

the present value of the expected future retirement income. As we consider the adult136

population, which is relatively close to retirement, a capitalization factor equal to 15 seems137

like a reasonable choice. Cairns et al. (2019) showed that the allocation procedure is robust138

to different choices of K in the interval from 10 to 20.2 Further, K also works as a weighting139

2Cairns et al. (2019) make other sensitivity tests by experimenting with other income measures such as
disposable and household income. Other specifications for K could be considered, e.g. a larger relative
weight on income for younger could be considered or it could depend on economic conditions/business cycle
conditions. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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factor to account for the fact that income is a flow variable whereas wealth is the stock of140

the accumulated wealth.141

The allocation of individuals into different subgroups will naturally vary with the business142

cycle and in particular during a financial crisis as more variation in income and wealth would143

be expected. This is a desired feature with the affluence measure as it allows individuals to144

change socio-economic group if their economic conditions change. However, for the measure145

to be useful across the business cycle it should not be too sensitive. To check the sensitivity,146

we calculate the percentage of women that change between affluence groups in each year147

since 1985. The results are shown in Figure ?? in the supplementary material. Across all148

years, the majority remain in the same group (86.4%). On average, only 6.1% move up by149

one gruop and 5.7% move down by one group. Slightly more movement is observed during150

the financial crisis from 2007 to 2009. Here 6.7% and 6.2% moves up and down by one151

group, respectively. Individuals moving up or down by more than one group is negligible152

(less than 2% in total). The limited impact is also confirmed by the life expectancy plots153

which do not show any jumps or trend changes around various financial crises. Summary154

statistics for the affluence index across the groups are shown in the supplementary material155

Table ?? and ??. The mean affluence is increasing both across time and affluence group.156

Because the affluence group G5 contains the right tail of the distribution the standard157

deviation is higher for this group compared to the others.158

At age 67, each individual is assumed to remain in the assigned group as age 67 is the159

statutory retirement age for most of the time period. It was reduced to 65 in 2004 but160

started increasing again in 2019 and will reach 67 in 2022. Thereafter it will be linked161

to developments in life expectancy (OECD, 2019). As argued in Cairns et al. (2019),162

the lockdown procedure generates much better results in terms of separation of mortality163

between the different groups than not locking down. An additional advantage is that the164

lockdown prevents an artificial fill up of the lowest socio-economic group by individuals,165

who have spent their personal wealth on health care due to health problems.166

A limitation of the affluence index is that it only apply to the adult part of the population167

as younger age groups have not obtained an income level which is representative for their168

socio-economic group. However, as Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2016b,a) identify cohorts born169
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between the two world wars as the main contributors to the stagnation, the affluence mea-170

sure is well-suited for our analysis and thus we only consider ages 50 and above, similar to171

Cairns et al. (2019).172

2.2 Data173

The Danish register data is available from 1985 to 2012 and contains individual specific174

data for a wide range of variables. We calculate gender-, socio-economic-, and age-specific175

death rates given by176

m(x, t, g) =
D(x, t, g)

E(x, t, g)
. (2)

m(x, t, g) is the central death rate at age x in calendar year t for group g, D(x, t, g) is177

the number of deaths, and E(x, t, g) is the exposure-to-risk. We calculate life expectancy,178

e(x, t, g), and other life table measures using standard life table techniques following Preston179

et al. (2000). Standard life assumptions are used and we assume that deaths occur half180

way through the age interval and that the age-specific death rates are constant in the age181

interval.182

Following (Rau et al., 2018), the rate of improvement, ρ(x, t), is calculated for each g using183

smoothed death rates which allows us to detect the dominating mortality trends where184

ρ(x, t+ 1) = −ln [m(x, t+ 1)/m(x, t)] . (3)

The death rates are smoothed using P-splines following the method by Camarda (2012).185

Minor modifications to the data were necessary to handle e.g. missing observations. For186

income and wealth, 0.0154 % of the observations are missing and replaced with the mean187

of the individual’s income or wealth. We could have chosen to drop these individuals from188

the analysis but have included them for completeness. For all cause mortality the data are189

top-coded at age 95 due to a small number of deaths at higher ages. As validation, death190

rates and life expectancies of the total sex-specific population are compared with data from191

the Human Mortality Database (2019) and almost identical results are found.192
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2.3 Cause-specific data193

Changes in life expectancy at age 50 are decomposed into cause specific contributions using194

the method by Arriaga (1984). More specifically, the change in life expectancy from the195

difference in mortality rates between age group x to age group x+ n, (∆x), from period 1196

to 2 is decomposed by:197

∆x =
lx(1)

l0(1)
·
(
Lx(2)

lx(2)
− Lx(1)

lx(1)

)
+
Tx+n, (2)

l0(1)

(
lx(1)

lx(2)
− lx+n(1)

lx+n(2)

)
(4)

where lx, Lx and Tx are the life table measures: number of people who reach age x (lx),198

number of people alive between age x and x+n (Lx) and number of people alive above age199

x (Tx). In this section we have omitted the group subscript as we apply the decomposition200

for each socio-economic group.201

To decompose how much of the changes in life expectancy that is due to each cause- and202

age-specific group, we use the following decomposition:203

∆i
x = ∆x

Ri
x(2)mx(2) −Ri

x(1)mx(1)

mx(2) −mx(1)
, (5)

where mx(1) and mx(2) are all-cause death rates for time period 1 and 2, Ri
x(1) and Ri

x(2)204

the proportion of deaths from cause i in time period 1 and 2. The underlying standard205

assumption is proportionality in the contribution of differences in mortality for the total206

for a specific age group (from equation (4)) to the differences in cause specific mortality in207

the corresponding age group (Preston et al., 2000).208

Deaths in Denmark are classified using the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)209

revision 8 and 10 during the period from 1985 to 2012. For the purpose of this article210

we grouped the primary causes of death into eight major causes, which are: 1) lung and211

bronchus causes which are highly related to smoking, defined as trachea, bronchus and lung212

cancers together with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease3 We refer to this group as LB213

causes. 2) cardiovascular, 3) diabetes, 4) cancers, 5) cerebrovascular diseases, 6) mental214

3Smoking related causes could have been defined broader considering more causes as smoking related
(Aburto et al., 2018). It is however not the purpose of the study to define smoking related causes, thus we
label the listed causes as they are highly associated with smoking (Preston et al., 2011)
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diseases, 7) external causes and 8) other causes. The main causes included in the external215

causes are accidents and suicides. Other causes comprise all remaining causes. The largest216

cause among other causes are ill-defined causes, pneumonia, and diseases of the nervous217

system. The purpose of the classification of the eight groups is to measure major groups of218

causes of death responsible for the observed mortality patterns. See supplementary material219

Table ?? for further details about the classification.220

Due to small cause-specific death counts when disaggregating on both socio-economic221

groups, age, and year, it is necessary to aggregate ages and years such that life table222

measures can be calculated. Hence, the cause-specific analysis use data in age groups of223

five from age 50 to 90+ and in time periods of two years from 1985 to 2012. Results of224

the decomposition are aggregated considering the stagnation period from 1985 to 1994 and225

compared with the following period of the same length, 1995 to 2004. This will ensure that226

we measure the continuous process in the change of life expectancy most accurately. The227

relative size of each cause of death is shown in Figure ?? in the supplementary material,228

where the proportion of deaths are presented for the Danish females by socio-economic229

group.230

3 Empirical Analysis231

In Figure 1, we illustrate the study period with stagnation in life expectancy at age 50232

for the total population in Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the U.K.233

using data from the Human Mortality Database (2019). Danish females’ life expectancy234

increase only slightly from 29.9 years in 1985 to 30.1 years in 1994 compared with an235

increase in life expectancy from 31.5 to 32.3 and 31.6 to 32.9 for Norwegian and Swedish236

females, respectively. Dutch females experience a similar stagnation in life expectancy from237

around 1987 to around 1993 where life expectancy at age 50 falls from 32.0 to 31.8. Life238

expectancy for Danish males is lower than the life expectancy of Swedish and Norwegian239

males but follows a similar increasing trend in the years 1985 to 1995, see Figure ?? in the240

supplementary material.241

Figure 1 around here.242
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3.1 Development in Life Expectancy across Affluence Groups243

Figure 2 presents life expectancy at age 50 and 65 for each of the five socio-economic groups244

as well as the total population for Danish females. We clearly observe a stagnation for the245

groups G2 to G5, and for the groups G2 to G4 even a decrease from 1985 to 1995. For246

example, the G3 group life expectancy at age 50 decreases from 30.9 in 1985 to 30.0 in 1995.247

Hence, disaggregating by socio-economic status reveals subgroups with different mortality248

patterns compared to the aggregated level. The clear ranking of life expectancies across249

subgroups persists across ages, see age 65 in Figure 2, although the differences between the250

subgroups decrease with age.251

The overall life expectancy at age 50 for all males do not stagnate in the period from 1985252

to 1994 as seen for females, see Figure A.3. However, life expectancy at age 50 is stagnating253

for some of the male subgroups, G3 and G4, and even declining at age 65 for the G3 and254

G4 and stagnating for the G2 group at age 65, Figure A.4. No stagnation is observed for255

the other groups. In this perspective, there are some similarities between the Danish males256

and females as the G3 and G4 groups show the lowest progress in life expectancy.257

Figure 2 around here.258

3.2 Life expectancy by socio-economic group259

In this section, we analyze all-cause mortality by first calculating the rates of improve-260

ments by age and next decomposing the improvements in life expectancy at age 50 using261

the method presented in equation 4 and 5 but using socio-economic groups instead of cause262

of death. Deaths in specific cause and socio-economic groups have the same additive char-263

acteristic as they sum to the total death count. Hence, we apply the same method as for264

the cause specific analysis under the assumption of proportionality of the all-cause and265

socio-economic specific mortality for each age group. Analysing the rates of improvement266

gives an overview of the mortality patterns by socio-economic group and the decomposition267

analysis quantifies the socio-economic group specific contributions.268
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3.2.1 Rates of mortality improvements269

Socio-economic differences in mortality are analyzed by their rate of mortality improvement270

to identify patterns in the mortality changes. Figure 3 shows the annual rate of improve-271

ments in death rates for Danish females across socio-economic groups. Similar plots are272

shown for males in the supplementary material in Figure ??. We find that the standstill in273

life expectancy from 1985 to 1995 is primarily due to unchanged mortality at ages 65 and274

older for the socio-economic groups G2 to G4 (less pronounced for G5), indicated by the275

grey areas with negative improvement rates from 0.5% to 3%. This clearly illustrates the276

effects from specific cohorts, born between the two world wars, on the total life expectancy277

as identified by among others Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2016b). Surprisingly, the lowest278

affluence group had an improvement in mortality for ages 70 to 90 in the same period with279

improvement rates of up to 4%.280

Assessing the whole data period, the improvement rates show a similar pattern for the281

groups G2 to G5 during the whole period which is not shared by the group G1. For282

example, females aged 50 to 55 in the years 1995 to 2005 show stagnating mortality for G1283

and improvement rates around 2 % for the groups G2 to G5. Similarly, Danish females284

around the age 65 in the years 2004 to 2010 show high improvement rates for the groups G2285

to G5 but not for G1. Thus, the lowest socio-economic group shows dissimilarity towards286

the other groups. Similar results are found for Danish males in Figure ?? where G2 to287

G5 show a similar pattern throughout the sample period that differs from that of G1.288

However, in general the improvement rates are much higher for males across all groups.289

The total population plot in the lower right corner is the aggregation of the five socio-290

economic groups. As four of the five groups display a similar patter these groups dominate291

the improvement rates for the total population. The aggregated level is thereby concealing292

relevant dissimilarities between group G1 and the remaining socio-economic groups.293

Figure 3 around here.294
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3.2.2 Decomposing by socio-economic group295

Figure 4 shows the age and socio-economic group specific decomposition of changes in life296

expectancy for all women at age 50, using all ages above 50. We decompose the period with297

stagnating life expectancy (1985 to 1994) and a subsequent period of equal length (1995 to298

2004). In figure 4 and the following figures we analyse mortality in five year age intervals299

as described in section 2.3. For simplicity, we refer to, for example, the age groups 60-64300

and 65-69 when writing ages 60 to 69.301

Figure 4 around here.302

The decomposition in Figure 4 and the improvement rates in Figure 3 show a similar result303

but the decomposition quantifies the group specific contributions to life expectancy for all304

women.4 Ages 50-64 for all socio-economic groups and age groups above age 65 for the305

lowest group contribute to positive changes in life expectancy. In contrast, most of the age306

groups from age 65 to 95 for the four highest socio-economic groups (G2-G5) contribute307

negatively to changes in life expectancy. In the following period from 1995 to 2004 all308

age groups (except oldest age group for G1) contribute to an increasing life expectancy.309

The decomposition analysis clearly shows the importance of studying the stagnation in310

life expectancy by socio-economic group as large differences in the mortality patterns are311

present by socio-economic groups.312

Figure 5 show the decomposition of total life expectancy by socio-economic groups for313

Danish males. The plot differs significantly from Figure 4 as almost all ages and all socio-314

economic groups contribute positively to changes in life expectancy except small negative315

contributions from G3 to G5 for groups above age 75. Similar to the development for women,316

we find equally large contributions from all socio-economic groups for Danish males in the317

period 1995 to 2004.5318

Figure 5 around here.319

4The results are not identical because Figure 3 is based on smoothed rates to identify the main patterns.
5A similar result is found by Kjærgaard et al. (2020) for Danish males.
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4 Decomposition of life expectancy by cause of death320

The unique data set used in this article allow us to combine socio-economic information321

with cause of death data and thereby further decompose mortality patterns for Danish322

females. The combination of socio-economic group based on affluence and cause of death323

has not previously been studied and adds to the existing knowledge about the stagnation324

in life expectancy for Danish females from 1985 to 1994.325

4.1 Females - Stagnation period: 1985-1994326

Figure 6 shows that the period of stagnation, for Danish females, was primarily caused by a327

negative contribution to life expectancy from cancers, LB causes, and other diseases for the328

socio-economic groups G2 to G5. The results are repeated in Table ?? in the supplemen-329

tary material and decomposition of life expectancy for all women shown in Figure ?? in the330

supplementary material. During the period from 1985 to 1994, most of the socio-economic331

groups are experiencing a small positive effect from cardiovascular diseases, but not suffi-332

cient to offset the negative effects as life expectancy is decreasing or stagnating. The lowest333

socio-economic group also experiences a positive contribution from cardiovascular diseases334

for all age groups and especially for ages 70 to 85 and for cerebrovascular diseases for ages335

70 to 85. These improvements adds to the narrowing life expectancy gap between the lowest336

socio-economic group and the other groups during these years. The small cardiovascular337

improvements for the low-middle to high socio-economic group are exceptional as the lowest338

socio-economic group is experiencing large improvements. Moreover, we see that all groups339

in the subsequent period experience large cardiovascular improvements.340

Another important difference between the lowest socio-economic group and the other groups341

is that G1 experiences small negative effects on life expectancy from cancer deaths for ages342

50 to 65 and small positive effects for ages 70 to 90. In contrast, the groups G2 to G5343

experience negative effects from cancers for the ages 60 to 90. Also, the proportion of344

deaths due to cancers around 1985 to 1994 differs across socio-economic groups. The345

proportion of cancer deaths is lower for G1 compared to the other groups where only 15%346
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of the deaths are due to cancers compared to 20% or higher for the other groups (Fig. ??347

in the supplementary material).348

Similarly, negative contributions are found from the LB causes for the socio-economic groups349

G2 to G5 at ages 65 to 90. Negative contributions which are not present for G1. G1 has350

a slightly higher proportion of LB deaths in 1985, with around 15% of the deaths due to351

the LB causes. This is higher than the other socio-economic groups, where only 10% of the352

deaths for the group G5 is related to the smoking-related lung and bronchus causes (Figure353

?? in the supplementary material).354

A negative contribution is found for other diseases for the groups G2 to G5, ages 60 to355

90 in the period 1985 to 1994, whereas only a small negative effect is found for G1 in the356

period around these ages. Other causes account for an increasing amount of deaths from357

around 12% of the total number of deaths to around 18% in 1994 for most socio-economic358

groups (Fig. ?? in the supplementary material). The increase in the proportions of other359

causes implies that causes such as ill-defined causes, pneumonia, and diseases of the nervous360

system increase in relative size although only small or no increases in the number of deaths361

are found. The remaining causes are of less importance in explaining the stagnating life362

expectancy from 1985 to 1994. Although negative effects from cerebrovascular diseases are363

present for the groups G2 to G5 from 1985 to 1994, these are less pronounced compared to364

the effects of cancers, the LB causes, and other diseases.365

To sum up, the stagnation period for Danish females is a combination of a reduction in366

cardiovascular mortality and an increasing mortality from cancers, LB causes, and other367

diseases for the four highest socio-economic groups. The decomposition clearly illustrates368

the importance of considering both socio-economic and cause of death specific information369

as a much more complete understanding of the mortality patterns during the stagnation370

period can be obtained. More complicated underlying mortality patterns are present than371

from an aggregated perspective.372

Figure 6 around here.373
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4.2 Females - Catch-up period: 1995-2004374

In the period after 1995, Danish females experience fast improvements in life expectancy375

at age 50 due to cardiovascular, cerebrovascular diseases, and the LB causes (Figure 6).376

Especially, positive contributions from cardiovascular diseases have decreased mortality377

both in the period from 1985 to 1994 and in the period from 1995 to 2004, but at a faster378

pace after 1995. Deaths due to smoking-related lung and bronchus causes went from having379

a negative contribution to the overall life expectancy in the first period to having a positive380

contribution after 1995.381

The largest age specific improvements tend to take place at higher ages for the higher socio-382

economic groups in the period from 1995 to 2004. Meaning, that G1 to G3 experience the383

largest contribution from ages 50 to 65, G4 from ages 65 to 75, and G5 experience large384

improvements for all ages above 65. G5 also experiences a large contribution to the positive385

change in life expectancy at 90, compared to G1 and G2 where improvements in mortality386

at ages above age 90 are less pronounced. Only a few causes are having a negative effect on387

life expectancy, in this period, and the effects are small and limited to a few age groups. For388

example, diabetes and other diseases have small negative effect on life expectancy for ages389

60 to 80 from 1995 to 2004, for most of the socio-economic groups. Also, G1 experiences a390

negative effect from mental diseases for ages 50 to 65.391

4.3 Males - Full period: 1985-2004392

The analysis presented in this article focuses on the stagnation in life expectancy for Danish393

females. However, it is also interesting to analyse life expectancy patterns for Danish394

males in order to understand how the development differ from females. Thus, results for395

Danish males are presented in this section but less detailed compared to females. Figure 7396

show the decomposition of life expectancy at age 50 by cause of death for the five socio-397

economic group. The results are repeated in Table ?? in the supplementary material and398

decomposition of total life expectancy shown in Figure ?? in the supplementary material.399

Figure 7 around here.400
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During the period from 1985 to 1994, males across all socio-economic groups and ages401

experience positive contributions to life expectancy. This pattern differ from what was402

observed for females. The development is driven by a reduction in cardiovascular causes and403

small positive improvements from cancers. One interesting observation is that the negative404

effects from LB causes is much stronger for males than females. The decomposition by405

cause of death in Figure 7 show a limited degree of heterogenity among the socio-economic406

groups for most age groups. Only the older ages for the G1 group stand out by having only407

very minor negative contributions from other causes.408

To sum up, compared to Danish females we find some similar patterns with negative con-409

tributions from LB causes and other causes for the groups G2 to G5. However, the positive410

contributions from cardiovascular and cancer causes for Danish males is key in understand-411

ing why we did not observe a stagnation period for them.412

5 Discussion413

5.1 Statement of findings and explanations414

Decomposing mortality improvements by cause of death and socio-economic groups is im-415

portant to explain life expectancy patterns and to understand mortality differences. The416

study presented in this article stands out from the other studies on stagnating periods417

of life expectancy Meslé and Vallin (2006), Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2016b), and Aburto418

et al. (2018) by providing a much more complete understanding of the underlying mortality419

dynamics as both socio-economic status and cause of death information is considered.420

We found that a stagnation in the improvements of mortality for Danish females in the years421

1985 to 1995 was primarily due to increasing mortality for females aged 65 to 95 in low-422

middle to middle socio-economic groups. The same degree of stagnation is not present for423

Danish males, neither is a stagnation found for any socio-economic group among Norwegian424

females or males (Kallestrup-Lamb and Rosenskjold, 2017). The stagnation was caused by425

an increasing mortality from cancers, LB causes, and other diseases. In contrast, the lowest426

socio-economic group experienced improving mortality in the same period for females aged427

65 to 90, due to cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases. When analysing the total428
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population, only very small increases in life expectancy are found in the period from 1985429

to 1994. This is a combination of improving mortality conditions for the lowest group430

and worsening conditions for the four highest socio-economic groups. Analysing mortality431

aggregated for the total population as in Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2016b), thus, conceals432

major differences for the lowest socio-economic groups with mortality improvements very433

different from the total level. Further, we found that the mortality patterns for the four434

highest socio-economic groups are similar during the study period. This is both in changes435

in all cause mortality presented in section 3 and for cause-specific mortality in section 4.436

Although the patterns are similar, relatively large mortality differences persist between the437

groups during the years from 1985 to 2012.438

The lowest group did not suffer from the same negative effect on life expectancy from439

cancers as the other groups. This supports earlier findings by Munch and Svarer (2005)440

which report a very low correlation between cancers and the lowest socio-economic groups.441

Their study differs from the analysis presented in this article by not combining income and442

wealth, a shorter study period, and by not quantifying the effect from specific causes on443

the change in life expectancy. Danø et al. (2003) argues that the lowest educational group444

does not suffer from breast cancer because the risk pattern, for example, smoking, of well-445

educated females had not spread to lower social groups for cohorts that from 1985 to 1994446

are around 65 to 90 years. It is not possible to determine all underlying factors from the447

register data as these are likely to be behavioural e.g. diet, physical daily activity, smoking448

etc. Such information are not generally accessible not even from surveys as it relates to449

retrospective behaviour for individuals. For the four highest socio-economic groups, the LB450

causes, cancers, and other diseases are the main drives of the stagnation which supports451

the findings by Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. (2006) and Aburto et al. (2018) who analyzed the452

stagnation for the total population without considering the socio-economic dimension.453

5.2 Policy implications454

Understanding mortality differences and their development across socio-economic groups455

is of general interest. From a policy point of view, it is important to know whether a456

period of divergence, or convergence, is caused by specific subgroups or whether it is a457
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population-wide trend. Moreover, knowledge about mortality trends by socio-economic458

groups and causes of death can help governments manage their health care costs, as a459

reverse social gradient in health care costs is found worldwide, see French and Kelly (2016)460

and Christensen et al. (2016).461

Knowledge about socio-economic mortality differences is also essential for risk management462

in pension funds and life insurance companies as it allows them to identify more accurate463

life expectancies across different socio-economic groups. This will, in turn, lead to a more464

reliable risk rating of customers, improved pricing, more accurate reserving calculations,465

and more effective hedging, see Cairns et al. (2019). In particular, according to Michaelson466

and Mulholland (2014), the pension industry has a substantial need to offload their exposure467

towards longevity risk. However, the financial market for trading this risk is currently very468

illiquid due to mismatches in demographics between the hedging and reference populations469

(e.g. the hedging population being the member portfolio of a pension company and the470

reference population being a national population). This mismatch is known as basic risk471

(Coughlan et al., 2011) and thus information about socio-economic specific mortality can472

inform the pension fund about the presence of basic risk and give guidance for adjustments473

of the hedge.474

5.3 Methodological considerations475

Even though this article is based on high quality and highly reliable data, it is important to476

mention some data limitations which are present for all studies using cause-specific mortality477

data. First, it is complicated to determine the leading cause of death and involves subjective478

decisions made by medical doctors. Next, the data is limited by changes both in the ICD479

classification and the actual use of the classification. This problem is however minor as480

we are considering large groups of causes of death which are less affected by the changes.481

Further, we do not find any structural breaks in observed death rates during the years where482

the ICD codes change. Finally, the analysis works from the basis of the multi-decrement483

life tables which assume causes act independently. The assumption is necessary to make484

the calculation of the standard multi-decrement life table (Preston et al., 2000). The life485

expectancy calculations are based on the assumption that deaths occur half way through486
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the age interval and that age-specific death rates are constant in the age interval. These are487

standard life table assumptions which are approximations of the real mortality schedule.488

The assumptions do only have minor effects on results and are necessary to make in order489

to calculate life expectancies. Despite these limitations, we believe the presented cause of490

death decomposition produces reliable results and that the presented analysis increases our491

understanding of socio-economic and cause specific mortality.492

Our article focuses on changes and decomposition of the expected length of life but the493

uncertainty surrounding the expected lifetime is equally relevant. This uncertainty is of-494

ten measured by the coefficient of variation or life disparity (Aburto et al., 2018). Often495

a correlation is found between socio-economic status and life span inequality with low496

socio-economic groups having a larger variability around the age of death (Edwards and497

Tuljapurkar, 2005; van Raalte et al., 2011, 2014). For Denmark, Brønnum-Hansen (2017)498

analyzes life disparity trends by income dividing the Danish population into four income499

groups for both males and females. They find that during the period from 1986 to 2014, the500

three highest socio-economic groups for both males and females are decreasing indicating501

that deaths occur with less variability over ages. The lowest socio-economic group expe-502

rienced a constant life disparity for males and increasing for females indicating a higher503

variability. We do not measure life span inequality in this article as it has already been504

analyzed by Brønnum-Hansen (2017).505

6 Conclusion506

Concluding, we find that important socio-economic deviations are hidden if mortality is507

only studied at the level of the total population. Specifically, a period of stagnating Danish508

life expectancy from 1985 to 1994 can be explained by the mortality patterns for the four509

highest socio-economic groups at ages older than 65. During the stagnation period the four510

highest groups experience small positive contributing effects from cardiovascular diseases511

on life expectancy at age 50. The groups also experience negative effects on life expectancy512

at age 50 from cancers, LB causes, and other diseases for age groups older than 65. The513

analysis shows the importance of analysing mortality both across socio-economic status and514
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cause of death to understand the underlying patterns for the development of a populations515

life expectancy.516
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Fig. 1: Life expectancy at age 50, for females in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, and the
U.K. for the years 1985 to 2014
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Fig. 3: Smoothed rates of mortality improvement by age and socio-economic groups for Danish females for
the period 1985 to 2012
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Fig. 4: Decomposition of total life expectancy at age 50 by socio-economic group for Danish females from
1985 to 2004. Note that the x-axis denotes the lower bound of five year age intervals.
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Fig. 5: Decomposition of total life expectancy at age 50 by socio-economic group for Danish males from
1985 to 2004. Note that the x-axis denotes the lower bound of five year age intervals.
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Fig. 6: Decomposition of life expectancy at age 50 by cause of death for the period 1985 to 2004 for Dan-
ish females. Note that the x-axis denotes the lower bound of five year age intervals.
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Fig. 7: Decomposition by cause of death for selected time periods for Danish males. Note that the x-axis
denotes the lower bound of five year age intervals.
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